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Impact time control guidance (ITCG) is an important approach to achieve saturation attack on targets. With the increasing
complexity of warfare requirements for missiles, an ITCG with field-of-view (FOV) constrained for antiship missiles is
proposed based on equivalent sliding mode control. Firstly, in view of the accuracy of the calculation of remaining impact
time for guidance law, the large initial lead angle is taken into consideration in the estimation of remaining flying time in
which there is no need for the assumption of small angle approximation. Besides, for the sake of promoting the practical
application value of the proposed guidance law, FOV is considered so that it can satisfy the actual working performance
of the seeker. Then, combined with the concept of predicted interception point (PIP), the proposed guidance law is
applied to attack a moving target. Numerical analysis is carried out for different initial lead angles, various impact time,
different methods of estimating remaining flying time, and cooperative attack conditions. Compared with proportion
navigation guidance (PNG), the feasibility and effectiveness of the guidance law are verified. Simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed guidance law can guarantee the constraints of both impact time and FOV effectively.

1. Introduction

In recent years, in the development of weapon equipment,
antiship operations are faced with an unprecedented envi-
ronment and presenting unprecedented new characteristics.
As an irreplaceable precision guidance weapon in sea war-
fare, antiship missiles have played an extremely important
role in previous naval battles since their creation. With the
continuous improvement of modern warfare requirements
for the damage effect of missiles, traditional guidance
methods whose main design purpose is aimed at attacking
the target have been difficult to accommodate the specific
needs of modern warfare. As a result, researches on guidance
law design with various constraints to improve the surviv-
ability and attack performance of missiles have been widely
taken into consideration. For instance, in order to achieve
the tactical effect of such saturate attack, it is necessary to

realize the impact time control guidance (ITCG) for missiles
so that each missile can independently or cooperate with
each other to complete the attacking mission according to
the specified impact time [1, 2].

In [3], Kim et al. firstly put forward the guidance prob-
lem of ITCG. Then, researchers from various countries
based on different guidance schemes and control theories
have achieved many research results on ITCG [4–13]. The
accuracy of estimating the remaining flying time is the basis
of ITCG. In order to obtain the remaining flight time as
accurate as possible, many experiments tried to improve
the estimation accuracy by compensating for the estimation
error caused by the ballistic curvature. The main existing
algorithms are included in application of recursive algorithm
[4–6], polynomial approximate [7–9], numerical integration
[10], and solution of trajectory [11–13]. In [4], a recursive
algorithm is proposed to compensate for the remaining
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flight time estimation error caused by the flight lead angle of
the missile, so as to obtain a more accurate remaining flight
time. Based on the concept of polynomial approximate, a
guidance law is proposed to obtain the remaining flight time
by constructing an approximate polynomial of the ballistic
trajectory with respect to the lead angle in [8]. By obtaining
the ballistic trajectory betweenmissile and attack point through
numerical integration, Ref. [10] obtains the remaining flight
time indirectly. Moreover, in order to promote the damage
on targets, the impact angle problem is taken into consideration
in [11, 12], in which the remaining flight time is estimated
based on the assumption of small angle approximation.

In addition, a variety of suitable remaining flight time
estimation methods for different specific conditions have
been conducted in [14–17]. A remaining flight time estima-
tion filter is proposed for antiship missiles in [15], by apply-
ing Kalman filter theory; the remaining flight time estimation
error caused by target motion and seeker noise interference is
solved. In [16], with impact angle constrained, a logic conver-
sion method for estimating remaining flight time for large
lead angles has arisen. By approximating the trigonometric
function to estimate the remaining flight time through
McLaughlin polynomials, Ref [17] puts forward a guidance
scheme based on the history of guidance instruction time.

Besides, in recent years, cooperative guidance law has
been largely studied in view of with the constraint of impact
time [18]. Through quantitative advantages, multiple
missiles can exchange information each other so that they
can complete a saturation attack on target from different
directions, which is a handy way of foiling missile defense
systems. In [19], a sufficient condition in terms of the proper-
ties of the arbitrary time-varying communication topologies is
established to achieve the consensus of impact time. In [20], a
cooperative guidance law employs the available measurements
of relative impact time error as the feedback information to
achieve the consensus of impact time among missiles.

In summary, it is important to point out that the core
of ITCG is to estimate the remaining flying time of mis-
siles, which has enormous influence on the performance
of corresponding guidance laws and the attack accuracy.
The research in regard to the estimation of remaining flying
time can be divided into two categories. The first one is based
on the concept of trajectory tracking so that the problem of
estimating the remaining flying time can be converted into
the tracking of missile’s trajectory indirectly. However, it
is of great difficulty to achieve the ideal tracking of the
trajectory. The second one is to calculate the remaining
flying time through the specific method. Nonetheless, as
for the mentioned guidance schemes, there are some disad-
vantages in the estimation of the remaining flight time at a
large initial lead angle or in specific attack time control
guidance law design. On the one hand, the estimation accu-
racy of the remaining flight time based on the assumption
of small angle approximation is insufficient under the large
lead angle, which will consume a lot of computing
resources and time. On the other hand, the moving targets
are not being taken into consideration so they are lacking
of application value. Most importantly, these guidance
schemes only consider the constraint of impact time blindly

and ignore the constraint of seeker’s FOV, which may not
satisfy the requirements of practical application scenarios.

Therefore, motivated by previous discussion, for antiship
missiles attacking a target with impact time constrained, we
propose a guidance scheme with both desired impact time
and FOV constrained. The main contributions can be
summarized as follows:

(1) In view of the actual working characteristics of the
seeker, an ITCG law is proposed under the premise
of satisfying the constraint of the seeker’s FOV,
which improves the practical application value of
the proposed guidance law

(2) The large initial lead angle is taken into consider-
ation in the process of calculating the remaining fly-
ing time so that there is no need to adopt the concept
of the assumption of small angle approximation,
which results in the fact that the calculation accuracy
of impact time can be guaranteed

(3) Based on the equivalent sliding mode control algo-
rithm, the guidance law is designed by selecting the
error of impact time. Meanwhile, by utilizing the
concept of PIP, the proposed guidance law can be
expanded to moving targets

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 addresses the problem of an antiship missile
attacks a target in the longitudinal plane, and the design
process of the guidance law is shown in Section 3. Simula-
tion studies are presented in Section 4, and conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. Problem Statement

Take into account the antiship combat scenario for example
where the speed change of target can be approximately
ignored so that the target can be regarded to be stationary
due to the particularity of the antiship combat scenario.
For the convenience of guidance design and analysis, it is
assumed that a missile attacks a stationary target in the
longitudinal plane as is shown in Figure 1. Thus, the kine-
matic relationship between them in the LOS coordinate
system can be described as

_R = −V cos η, ð1Þ

R _γ = − sin η, ð2Þ

_θ = a
V
, ð3Þ

η = θ − γ: ð4Þ
In order to avoid the problem that the missile loses its

target caused by the maneuvering of the missile, it is neces-
sary to consider the constraint of the seeker’s FOV when
designing the guidance law. Then, in order to conduct the
guidance law with desired impact time and FOV constrained
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at the same time, some premise assumptions need to be
made in advance.

Assumption 1. Both the missile and target are regarded as
ideal particle mass points, ignoring the influence of their
own shape.

Assumption 2. The actuators of missile are all in an ideal
working state, which means that there is no time delay
phenomenon.

Assumption 3. The influence of the rotation of the earth and
the external environment on missile and target are ignored.

It is noted that the angle between the longitudinal axis of
missile and the direction of speed is small enough; the lim-
ited FOV can be approximately equivalent to the leading
angle of missile [21, 22]. Therefore, subject to Assumptions
1–3, the objective of guidance law is to design the accelera-
tion instruction a to achieve the goal of attacking target
precisely with impact time and FOV constrained. That is,

limt⟶td
R⟶ 0,

limt⟶td
tim − tdð Þ⟶ 0,

η tð Þj j ≤ ηmax, t ∈ 0, td½ �,

8>><
>>: ð5Þ

where td is desired impact time, tim is actual impact time,
and ηmax is the upper boundary of FOV.

The specific design process of the acceleration instruc-
tion will be given in the next section.

3. Main Results

3.1. Estimation of Impact Time. In the whole process of
terminal guidance, the impact time can be expressed as

tim = tel + tgo, ð6Þ

where tel represents elapsed time after launch and tgo stands
for remaining flying time. In order to satisfy the require-
ment of attack with desired impact time constrained, it is
essential to calculate impact time tim accurately. Thus, the
task is transformed to pursue a proper approach to estimate
tgo accurately.

It is of enormous importance in actual combat scenar-
ios to calculate tgo precisely, especially for specific combat

scenarios. Until now, there are main two methods to
estimate tgo.

tgo ≈ t̂go =
R
Vc

= −
R
Vr

= −
R
_R
, ð7Þ

where Vr = _R is relative velocity between missile and target
and Vc = −Vr is closing velocity.

tgo ≈ t̂go =
R
V
ϒ ,

ϒ = 1 + η2

4N − 2 = 1 + θ − γð Þ2
4N − 2 ,

ð8Þ

where ϒ is an adjustment factor composed of ballistic
inclination angle θ and LOS angle γ. N stands for the
navigation coefficient which is usually selected as 2~6.

For Equation (7), it is calculated by the ratio of relative
range and velocity where only R, _R defined in the LOS coor-
dinate system are used so that the inner dynamics of missile
cannot be reflected intuitively. Equation (8) is established on
the basis of Equation (7) in which the physical quantities
related to missile’s own movement V , θ are considered. Most
importantly, relying on adjustment factor ϒ , tgo can be
amended according to the actual attack scenario. For
instance, when a missile moves straightly towards a station-
ary target, η = 0 holds, which demonstrates that V =Vc so
that the values of tgo are the same based on the above two
methods. On the other hand, in Equation (8), when a missile
moves away from the target, there exists a heading error
exactly. The larger the heading error becomes, the greater
the adjustment factor ϒ grows, and hence, the larger the
tgo is. Furthermore, Equation (7) only depends on the rela-
tive velocity so that the heading error is ignored, which is
not in line with practical combat scenarios.

However, it is necessary to note that Equation (8) holds
on the basis of small-angle assumption (which requires small
values for γ, θ). In the practical process of terminal guidance,
the initial position information of missile and target cannot
be guaranteed that the initial values of γ, θ are small. As a
result, inspired by [2], an improved estimation method of
tgo is chosen as follows:

tgo ≈ t̂go =
R
VM

Ψ,

Ψ = 1 + sin2η
4N − 2 = 1 + sin2 θ − γð Þ

4N − 2 ,
ð9Þ

where Ψ is an adjustment factor working the same as ϒ in
Equation (8), which is relying on the heading error without
considering small-angle assumption. Compared with ϒ ,
the improved adjustment factor Ψ has a greater application
value to eliminate the heading error of the initial position
information to estimate tgo more accurately.

V

a θ
γ

R

Figure 1: Plane attack diagram of missile.
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3.2. Acceleration Instruction Design. Define a sliding mode
variable s as follows:

s = tim − td = tel + tgo − td: ð10Þ

The derivative of Equation (10) can be presented as

_s = _tel + _tgo − _td = 1 + _tgo: ð11Þ

Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (11), it can be
conducted

_s = 1 + _tgo = 1 +
_R
V

1 + sin2 θ − γð Þ
4N − 2

� �
+ R
V 4N − 2ð Þ 2 sin θ − γð Þ cos θ − γð Þ _θ − _γ

� �h i
:

ð12Þ

Then, combining Equations (1)–(4) with Equation (12),
one can yield

_s = 1 + −V cos η
V

1 + sin2 θ − γð Þ
4N − 2

� �
+ R
V 4N − 2ð Þ 2 sin θ − γð Þ cos θ − γð Þ a/V + _γð Þ½ �

= 1 − cos θ − γð Þ 1 + sin2 θ − γð Þ
4N − 2

� �
+ R
V 2N − 1ð Þ

� sin θ − γð Þ cos θ − γð Þ a
V

− _γ
� �h i

:

ð13Þ

Based on the general form of the equivalent sliding mode
control algorithm, acceleration instruction can be expressed
into two parts:

a = aeq + adisc, ð14Þ

where aeq is equivalent control instruction in order to ensure
system states reach on the selected sliding mode surface and
adisc is discontinuous control instruction to make sure that
when the system comes to the sliding mode surface, system
states will stay on it all the time.

Setting _s = 0, thus, aeq can be described as

aeq =
V2 cos η − 1½ � 2N − 1ð Þ

R sin η cos η + V2 sin η

2R + V _γ: ð15Þ

Letting adisc = −ks ⋅ sgn∗ðηÞ sgn ðηmax−∣η ∣ Þ, where k is a
positive number with a lower boundary k0. Here, sgn∗ð⋅Þ
and sgn ð⋅Þ are two symbolic functions defined as follows:

sgn∗ xð Þ =
1, x ≥ 0,
−1, x < 0,

(

sgn xð Þ =
1, x > 0,
0, x = 0,
−1, x < 0:

8>><
>>:

ð16Þ

As a consequence, the acceleration a can be obtained as

a = V2 cos η − 1ð Þ 2N − 1ð Þ
R sin η cos η + V2 sin η

2R
+ V _γ − ks ⋅ sgn∗ ηð Þ sgn ηmax−∣η ∣ð Þ:

ð17Þ

Therefore, followed by Equation (17), the derivative of
R, η, s alongside the close-loop system can be redefined as
follows:

_R = −V cos η, ð18Þ

_η = _θ − _γ = a
V

− _γ = V cos η − 1ð Þ 2N − 1ð Þ
R sin η cos η + V sin η

2R

−
ks ⋅ sgn∗ ηð Þ sgn ηmax−∣η ∣ð Þ

V
,

ð19Þ

_s = −
R sin η cos η
V2 2N − 1ð Þ ks ⋅ sgn∗ ηð Þ sgn ηmax−∣η ∣ð Þ: ð20Þ

3.3. Stability Analysis of Acceleration Instruction

Theorem 1. Supposing that the initial lead angle of missile
η0 ∈ ð0, π/2� satisfies jη0j ≤ ηmax, the antiship missile will
attack the target accurately at a desired impact time td
under the drive of acceleration instruction a in Equation
(17) with the constraint of the FOV by choosing appropri-
ate parameters N , k.

Proof. In order to prove Theorem 1, it is firstly to prove that
in the whole terminal guidance process, the FOV will be
constrained with the upper boundary ηmax.

Choosing a Lyapunov function V1,

V1 =
1
2 η

2: ð21Þ

Substituting Equation (19) into the derivation of V1, one
can gain

_V1 = η _η = V cos η − 1ð Þ 2N − 1ð Þ
R sin η cos η + V sin η

2R

−
ks ηj j sgn ηmax−∣η ∣ð Þ

V
:

ð22Þ
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Supposing that FOV reaches the upper boundary at
instant ts, ts ∈ ½0, td�, that is jηðtsÞj ≤ ηmax, Equation (22) is
converted into

_V1 =
V cos ηmax − 1ð Þ 2N − 1ð Þ

R sin ηmax cos ηmax
+ V sin ηmax

2R

= −
V 2N − 1ð Þ

R sin ηmax cos ηmax|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Va

1 − cos ηmax 1 + sin2ηmax
2 2N − 1ð Þ

� �� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Vb

=VaVb:

ð23Þ

Thus, the positive and negative value of _V1 depends on
the result of the multiplication of VaVb. During the terminal
guidance process, restricted with the influence of actual
combat scenarios, the relative range R > 0 holds definitely.
Since η0 ∈ ð0, π/2�, Va < 0. And the positive and negative
value of Vb is discussed as follows:

Defining a function gðxÞ, x ∈ ð0, π/2�,

g xð Þ = 1 − cos x 1 + sin2x
2 2N − 1ð Þ

� �
: ð24Þ

The derivation of gðxÞ can be expressed as

_g xð Þ = sin x −
2 cos2x sin x − sin3x

2 2N − 1ð Þ
= sin x 1 − cos22x + cos2x

2 2N − 1ð Þ
� �

> 0,
ð25Þ

which demonstrates that gðxÞ is a monotonically increasing
function with x ∈ ð0, π/2�.

As a result, gðxÞmin = limx⟶0+gðxÞ = 0, which implies
that Vb > 0 is established all the time. Therefore, _V1 < 0
holds.

Consequently, in the terminal guidance process, jηðtsÞj
≤ ηmax holds at arbitrary ts, which means that the constraint
of FOV can be guaranteed. Moreover, only if ηðtsÞ is equal to
ηmax, the FOV will reach the upper boundary. When s ≥ 0, it
can be obtained that jηjmonotonously decreases followed by
Equation (22), which implies that jηðtsÞj ≤ ηmax is always
established. On the other hand, if s < 0, the sign of Equation
(22) is uncertain at this moment. However, Equation (22) is
a continuous function made up of η with _V1ðηmaxÞ < 0.
Thus, there must exist a constant δ ∈ℝ+ which satisfies
_V1ðηmax − δÞ = 0 so that jηðtsÞj ≤ ηmax − δ holds throughout
the terminal guidance. As a result, when ηðtsÞ = ηmax, _V1
will decrease to be _V1ðηmax − δÞ = 0 gradually and then
varies according to the sliding mode surface s. Therefore,
the constraint of FOV can be guaranteed in the whole
terminal process.

Then, it is essential to address that under the action of
the designed acceleration instruction a in Equation (17),
the sliding mode surface will converge to be zero.

Selecting a Lyapunov function V2,

V2 =
1
2 s

2: ð26Þ

Taking the derivative of V2 along the close-sloop system
and combining with Equation (20) together, one can have
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Figure 2: Simulation results of case 1.
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_V2 = s_s = −
R sin η cos η
V2 2N − 1ð Þ ks2 ⋅ sgn∗ ηð Þ sgn ηmax−∣η ∣ð Þ

= −
R sin ηj j cos η
V2 2N − 1ð Þ ks2 ⋅ sgn ηmax−∣η ∣ð Þ ≤ 0,

ð27Þ

where jsin ηj = sin η ⋅ sgn∗ðηÞ.
Thus, the acceleration ensures to make sliding mode sur-

face converge to be zero in the stability of Lyapunov sense.
Therefore, Theorem 1 is proved.

Furthermore, as is shown in Equations (17) and (19),
there is a component element composed of lead angle η
correspondingly, it is necessary to discuss the singularity
phenomenon when ηðtsÞ⟶ 0, ts ∈ ½0, td�.

For the first part of Equation (17), by applying the Law
of Robida, one can yield

limη⟶0
V2 cos η − 1ð Þ 2N − 1ð Þ

R sin η cos η

= V2 2N − 1ð Þ
R

limη⟶0
cos η − 1ð Þ
sin η cos η

= V2 2N − 1ð Þ
R

limη⟶0
−sin η

cos2η − sin2η = 0:

ð28Þ

Similarly, with respect to the first part of Equation (19),
one can obtain

limη⟶0
V cos η − 1ð Þ 2N − 1ð Þ

R sin η cos η

= V 2N − 1ð Þ
R

limη⟶0
cos η − 1ð Þ
sin η cos η

= V 2N − 1ð Þ
R

limη⟶0
−sin η

cos2η − sin2η = 0:

ð29Þ

It can be seen from Equations (28) and (29) that when
sliding mode surface approaches to be zero, both accelera-
tion instruction a and the rate of lead angle _η tend to be zero,
respectively, which demonstrates that there is no singularity
phenomenon in them, implying that there will be no sudden
jumps in acceleration instruction.

In addition, according to the stability analysis of acceler-
ation instruction, it is of great of importance to select param-
eter k in Equation (17) to ensure that s converges to be zero
in preference to η. Based on Equation (19), the boundary of
k can be given as follows:

k > 1
sgn∗ η0ð Þs t0ð Þ

1 − cos η0ð Þ
R0η0

V 2N − 1ð Þ − Vη0 cos η0
2R0

� �
,

ð30Þ

where subscript “0” indicates the initial moment of terminal
guidance.

4. Simulation Results

In order to perform the effectiveness of the proposed guid-
ance law with desired impact and FOV constrained. We
conduct experimental verification from different aspects
including four different simulation cases. In all simulations,
the initial coordinates of the missile and target are located
at (0 km, 0 km) and (10 km, 0 km) correspondingly. The
speed of the missile is 300m/s. The corresponding guidance
parameters of acceleration instruction proposed in Equation
(17) are selected with k = 280,N = 4. The limit of FOV and
acceleration instruction are ηmax = 45° and amax = 50m/s2
separately. Besides, on the premise of ensuring the stability
of the guidance system, in order to minimize signal chatter
caused by the sign function existing in Equation (17), a
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continues function is adopted to replace the sign function,
which is expressed as

sgmf xð Þ = 2 1
1 + exp−τx −

1
2

� �
, a > 0, ð31Þ

where τ is chosen as 20.

4.1. Attack with Fixed Impact Time and Different Initial Lead
Angle. In this subsection, simulation is operated with η0 =
10°, 25°, 40° and fixed impact time td = 40 s to attack the
target. The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 2. It
can be seen from Figure 2(a) that the target can be success-
fully attacked with different initial lead angles. And the
larger the lead angle, the more to the left of the highest point
of the trajectory. Figure 2(b) shows that the missile will
adjust the remaining flying time at the beginning of terminal
guidance process in the presence of an initial heading error
so that the missile moves towards the target all the time.
As is shown in Figures 2(c)–2(e), the proposed acceleration
instruction works effectively to guarantee the constraint of
FOV. As the lead angle reaches the upper boundary, the
acceleration instruction reduces rapidly to ensure the limita-
tion of FOV. At the moment of sliding mode surface
converging to be zero, the lead angle decreases to be zero
monotonously. Afterwards, sliding mode surface stays on
zero, which implies that the desired impact can be satisfied.
In Figure 2(f), the impact angle varies with different initial
lead angle, which implies that the effectiveness of damage
to target can be improved by adjusting the initial lead angle.

4.2. Attack with Fixed Initial Lead Angle and Different
Impact Time. In this subsection, simulation is operated with
td = 35 s, 38 s, 40 s and fixed initial lead angle η0 = 30° to

attack the target. The simulation results are presented in
Figure 3. As is shown in Figure 3(a), impact time has much
more influence on the curvature of the trajectory of mis-
sile than the initial lead angle. The larger the impact time,
the greater the height of the trajectory that needs to be
raised in order to satisfy the impact time constraint. In
Figure 3(b), at the beginning of terminal guidance process,
the change of remaining flying time varies small because of
the same initial lead angle. Subsequently, it changes appar-
ently due to different constraints of impact time. It can be
seen from Figures 3(c)–3(e) that the proposed acceleration
instruction can guarantee that the missile attacks the target
with different desired impact and the FOV is limited. The
larger the impact time constraint, the greater the magnitude
of the acceleration instruction change so that it takes longer
time for the sliding mode surface to converge to be zero. In
Figure 3(f), impact time has much more influence on the
magnitude of LOS angle than the initial lead angle, which
demonstrates that by setting an appropriate impact time
can satisfy the constraint of FOV and improve the effective-
ness of damage to target.

4.3. Compared with Other Methods of Estimating tgo. In this
subsection, in order compare the effectiveness of methods of
estimating tgo mentioned in Equations (7)–(9), simulation is
operated with η0 = 30° and fixed impact time td = 40 s to
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Figure 4: Simulation results of case 3.

Table 1: Parameters of cooperative attack.

Number Position (km) Initial lead angle (°) Speed (m/s)

M1 (0.0) 30 300

M2 (1.4) 39 300

M3 (0.3) 27 300
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attack the target. The simulation results are illustrated in
Figure 4. It can be seen from Figure 4(a) that the missile
can attack the target based on different methods of estimat-
ing tgo. In terms of attack accuracy, the corresponding miss
distances are 1.93m, 0.46m, and 0.30m, which demon-
strates the superiority of Equation (9). As is shown in
Figure 4(b), Equation (9) shows its advantage in the calcula-
tion accuracy of tgo. For Equation (9), it is established on the
basis of the missile’s own motion characteristics and there is
no need to apply the small-angle assumption, which results
in promoting the actual application value. In Figure 4(c)
and 4(f), the lead angle and the value of lead angle and
LOS angle in Equation (8) and Equation (9) vary approxi-
mately the same to some extent. However, for Equation
(7), it gradually changes at about 20 s, which may bring
uncertainty to the safe flight of the missile. It can be seen
from Figure 4(d) that acceleration instruction in Equations
(8) and (9) varies smoothly and reasonably during the whole
process of attack. For Equation (7), the acceleration instruc-
tion appears to be saturated, which results in imposing a
great burden to the missile. In Figure 4(e), the values of
impact time errors are -0.51 s, 0.10 s, and 0.01 s, which
demonstrates that the remaining flying time estimated by
Equation (9) is much more effective.

4.4. Multiple Missile Attack Cooperatively. In this subsection,
simulation is conducted with multiple missiles to attack a
stationary target cooperatively at a fixed impact time td =
40 s. The initial simulation conditions of missiles are shown
in Table 1, and the simulation results are plotted in Figure 5.
As is shown in Figure 5(a), in order to further demonstrate
the superiority of the proposed acceleration instruction, sim-
ulation is operated compared with the PNG algorithm. In
comparison to Equation (17), the impact times of missiles
which are driven with the PNG algorithm are 34.00 s,

33.95 s, and 35.35 s, respectively, which is quite different
from the desired time. On the other hand, by setting fixed
impact, missiles can cooperate together to attack the target
simultaneously, increasing attack efficiency on the target. It
can be seen from Figure 5(b) that because of the distinction
of initial position and lead angle among three missiles, there
are some differences in the remaining flying time. Then, they
gradually converge to be the same, ensuring a cooperative
attack at the desired time. Figures 5(c)–5(e) demonstrate
that the proposed acceleration instruction has good applica-
tion value in the cooperative attack of target. The accelera-
tion instruction varies reasonably, which ensures that the
sliding mode surface of each missile converges to be zero
smoothly, providing a basic guarantee for cooperative attack.
In Figure 5(f), by setting various initial conditions of mis-
siles, there are large LOS angles of three missiles at attack
moment, which not only provides the accuracy of damage
to target but also improves the damage effect on the target.

4.5. Expansion to a Target with Constant Speed. Most of the
previous research mainly focused on stationary targets,
and the corresponding experiments are not conducted on
a target with a constant speed. Inspired by the concept
of PIP, the target moving with a constant speed can be
treated as a virtual stationary target with respect to the
missile [1]. The position of target by using PIP theory
can be expressed as follows:

XTP
= XT +VT cos θTtgo,

YTP
= YT +VT sin θTtgo,

ð32Þ

where ðXTP
, YTP

Þ is the PIP, ðXT , YTÞ is for the instanta-
neous position of target, and θT is the ballistic inclination
angle of target.
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In this subsection, simulation is conducted with td =
40 s, 42 s, 45 s and fixed initial lead angle η0 = 40° where
the target moves with the ballistic inclination angle 0°

and speed of 20m/s. In Figure 6(a), it is proved that the
proposed acceleration instruction is suitable for attacking
a target with constant speed by applying PIP concept.
Under three desired impact time simulation conditions,
the corresponding miss distances are 0.4194m, 0.4774m,
and 0.3833m, which implies that there is a better perfor-
mance against moving targets in turn. It can be seen from
Figure 6(b) that there is no obvious difference in the first
15 seconds for remaining attack time, and then, the differ-
ence among them gradually increases so as to meet the
constraints of impact time. As is shown in Figures 6(c)–
6(e), similar to case 2, the proposed acceleration can sat-
isfy both the constraints of desired impact time and
FOV for moving target. Bedsides, since the calculation of
the remaining time is essentially an estimation method, there
is a certain error compared with the real remaining time.
Thus, the calculation of the coordinates of the moving target
will also accumulate errors. As a result, the sliding mode sur-
face cannot converge to be zero like case 2. However, the
errors of the three simulation conditions are 0.301 s, 0.132 s,
and 0.215 s, respectively, which is within a reasonably accept-
able range. In Figure 6(f), it can be observed by setting an
appropriate impact time that it can improve the effectiveness
of damage to a moving target to some extent.

5. Conclusion

In view of the antiship combat scenario, based on the equiv-
alent sliding mode control method, a guidance law is put
forward with both impact time and FOV constrained. An
estimation of remaining flying time which is suitable for a
large initial lead angle is adopted so as to allow more appli-

cability in achievement of desired impact time. A sigmoid
function is applied in the acceleration instruction to ensure
that there is no signal chattering phenomenon. By using
the proposed acceleration instruction, simulation results
demonstrate that for a stationary target the missile can
attack it accurately with FOV constrained under different
limitations of initial lead angle and impact time. Besides, a
cooperative attack schema is conducted in order to improve
the attack efficiency for target. Moreover, PIP concept is uti-
lized to achieve the attack of the target moving at a constant
speed and simulation results show the effectives of the pro-
posed acceleration instruction. The extension of the pro-
posed guidance law to three-dimensional engagement and
inclusion of impact angle criterion along with impact time
constraint in the proposed is an important area for future
extension.

Nomenclature

R: Relative range between missile and target
γ: LOS angle of missile
a: Acceleration instruction normal to LOS of missile
η: Lead angle of missile
V : Speed of missile
θ: Flight path angle of missile.
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